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Long Point Bird Observatory Rare Bird Report
P.O. BOX 160, Port Rowan, Ontario, Canada N0E 1M0 Tel: (519) 586-3531 x162
lpbo@birdscanada.org - www.birdscanada.org/lpbo

In order that any sight record or banding of a rare species can be confirmed for the historical record, it must be properly
documented. LPBO cooperators are therefore asked to complete a form in every case where a rarity is being claimed.
Guidance as to which species are considered rare in the Long Point area may be obtained from the LPBO Program
Coordinator and in the Long Point Area Checklist found in A Birding Guide to Long Point Area. Each observer should
prepare his/her description independently and preferably before consulting any field guides or other literature.
PLEASE PRINT.
Species claimed:Western Wood-Pewee
No. of birds:1

Age:HY

Sex:Unknown

Date(s): August 28, 2013
Place: Long Point Bird Observatory Tip Research Station
Time(s) of Observation:9:00am
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Who first saw the bird(s):Ed Jenkins, Janice Chard
Who first identified it:Janice Chard
Other observers (names and addresses):
Stuart Mackenzie, Ed Jenkins, Charlotte Wasylik, Christophe Turcotte, Antoine Turcotte and Euan Ferguson
Any who disagree: no

Your previous experience with the species:
N/A

Your previous experience with any closely similar species:

(a) Formerly:Observed and banded many Eastern Wood-Pewees and other Empidonax Flycatchers (including the previous day)
(b) Same day:Observed and banded Traill’s and Least Flycatchers

Species present for comparison: Many Empidonax flycatchers and Eastern Wood Pewees.
Which were beside it for comparison:N/A
Distance from observer(s):In the hand
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How measured:N/A
Optical aids used:N/A

Weather conditions (at time of observation)
Visibility:
Cloud Cover:
Lighting:
Wind direction and speed:
Other relevant conditions:
(eg. rain, snow cover, etc.)
For "Waterbird " records only
Lake conditions:
Wave height:
Height of observer above lake:
Was observer's position sheltered:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Weather system preceding the date of observation (if known):
Attach weather map clipping from local or national newspaper if relevant.
Associated movements of other species:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Was the bird trapped:Yes
Band # if banded:2710-79413
Was it photographed:Yes
If yes, by whom (name and address):
Janice Chard (655 Lawrence St, Cambridge ON)
Charlotte Wasylik (Alberta)
Specimen or parts preserved:Feather samples
Present location:
Circumstances:
I was scribing for a volunteer and he pulled a pewee out of a bird bag to band it and called it an Eastern Wood-Pewee, I looked over at
the bird in his hand and noticed instantly a very dark lower mandible that made me take a more thorough look at the bird - which
included taking measurements.
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Description:
Give separate description for (a) in the field (b) in the hand. Include full measurements and wing formula with hand
descriptions.
Overall, the plumage very dark. The upperparts were lacking greenish/grayish tones resulting in a uniformly dark brown colour, which
included a very dark complete band that extended across the breast. There was also extensive dark colouring on the lower mandible
compared to the colouring that should occur on the lower mandible of EAWP (see figure 142, page 215 in Pyle I).
The tail was short in relation to undertail coverts – the distance between the longest uppertail covert and the tip of the tail was 27mm.
The range for WEWP is between 24.9-33.9mm and the range for EAWP is 31.4-40.1mm (see Figure 143, page 216).
Tip of the tail to tip of longest uppertail covert: 27mm (A)
Longest p – longest s: 24mm (B)
A-B = 27mm-24mm = 3mm
In WEWP this measurement is <6.5mm in EAWP it is >6.5mm.

Figure 1. Showing the colour of the lower mandible that extends >50% of the bill (See Figure 142, pg 215)
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Figure 2.Overall dark brown plumage
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Figure 3.Long primary projection and overall dark brown upperparts
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Figure 4.Dark centers to the undertail coverts as well as a short distance between the tip of the longest uppertail covert and the tip of the tail
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Figure 5. Overall dark plumage
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Figure 6.Complete band across breast
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(Continue on extra sheet if required)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Did you refer to any guides/other literature:Yes
(a) at the time:Identification Guide to North American Birds – Peter Pyle, Sibley Guide to Birds

(b) afterwards:Sibley Guide to Birds, National Geographic

Finally, is this record 100% certain?Yes
Signed:
Janice Chard
E-mail Address: jchard32@gmail.com
Date: 31 August 2013
Mailing Address:

655 Lawrence Street
Cambridge, ON
N3H 2M8

